Customer Focused, Solutions Driven!

Quality IBC Totes

Designed for economy and function, the Arena 330 Shipper™ touts a 3000 lb. liquid (3,500 lb. bulk solid) capacity, making it the largest collapsible plastic bulk container on the market. Its extreme durability and unique build will absorb and flex to withstand the rigors of shipment. Your totes are 100% recyclable, easy to clean, and may require only minimal reconditioning.

Liquid Tote Liners

Available in 1, 2, or 3-ply, tote liners have been designed to safely transport thicker products like mayonnaise, shampoo, or lotion to help you reach a new level of non-hazardous product shipping needs -- no matter the industry. Each liner also has a well-documented record of improving process efficiency, lowering labor costs, and delivering consistent, maximum product recovery.

IBC Pooling Services

Fill it, empty it, forget it. Supply chain simplicity like this is possible due to pooling and logistics that are customized to your distinct industry and shipping time lines. With fully staffed service centers tactically located throughout the U.S. and Mexico, product availability is constant, and based on the rental option you choose, returning freight to filling locations is handled for you.
**Arena 330 Shipper™ System**

**Arena 330 Shipper™**

**Internal Volume**
330 Gallons (1250 liters), 44.44 cubic feet, 78% space utilization

**In Use Dimensions**
Inside: L 41.5" (1054mm) x W 44.5" (1130mm) x H 40.5" (1029mm)
Outside: L45.0" (1143mm) x W 48.0" (1219mm) x H 45.5" (1156mm)

**Collapsed Dimensions**
L 45" (1143mm) x W 48" (1219mm)

**Tare Weight** - 175 pounds, (73 kg)

---

**Arena Liquid Liners**

**Certifications**
FSSC22000 V4.1 certified process, Kosher, Food contact per 21 CFR176.170 conditions C through G

**Patented, Air Evac Liners** - Vertex, Starfish, Blowfish **Plus**, Standard Pillow Bag Liners

Packaging - 5 per box, 90 per pallet

Fitments - 2" & 3" top with 2" Bottom

Maximum Fill Volume - 330 Gallons (with an Arena 330 Shipper)

Single Bag Tare Weight - 6.5 pounds (3 kg)

**Cassetted For Quick & Easy Set Up**

---

**Pooling / Trip Lease Service**

**Single Price Including**
- Use of Arena 330 Shipper™
- Liquid Liner
- Positioning Freight From Service Center
- Return Freight To Service Center
- Cleaning, Inspection, And Repair

**On Line Reporting**
Data Gathering Technology Support
Dedicated Customer Service